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Abstract. Data visualization in marine data query system has an important significance for the 
improvement of data query efficiency and data friendly. Aiming at the problem of heterogeneous data 
in marine database, visual information database was designed, to provide a unified data layer 
interface for service layer. In addition, component technology was used to realize data conversion, 
data query and data visualization, in order to solve the limitation of general ocean data management 
system and to improve the scalability and portability of the system. 

Introduction 
Recently, Chinese marine management department carried out basic investigation, including the 

“908 Digital Ocean”, also carried out many other routine survey such as ocean stations, buoy and 
seabed. Many scattered databases with special functions were established. However, a 
comprehensive platform which can integrate all kinds of marine data library and visual display has 
not been researched, also, management and application of database should be studied further. 

Many foreign institutions has established many data platforms with perfect  functions. Currently, 
the USA National Oceanographic Data Center and Britain Oceanographic Data Center (BODC) has 
been able to achieve better management of marine data, and can realize search and query of marine 
data in a number of areas. Asia Pacific Data Center (APDRC) provided fast and convenient 
visualization for marine data with file format by using the grid-based LAS and DCHART server. 
Stanford University proposed Ozone integrated model to extend database ODMG. However, above 
system can only to carry out data visualization for data files with specific format, and visual display of 
database format is relatively weak. Also, this kind system is only designed for a specific data source, 
and is not suitable for all data source format. In addition, the system itself has complex structure and 
poor scalability. 

This paper designed data visualization information database and visual components of marine data, 
to achieve unified management and reusability of the system, and map component was used to 
implement interactive query to realize visual display of marine data. 

System Structure 
Architecture. Marine data visualization system consists of data layer, business logic layer and 
application layer. 

The data layer is the data source of marine elements of visualization, which is responsible for 
storage, read and write of ocean based data. It mainly includes meta database, basic database and 
information database. Meta database in charge of respective storage of data and attribute information. 
Effective management and high availability are achieved through retrieval and query of meta-data. 
Moreover, basic database contains marine hydrology, meteorology, physical oceanography, marine 
chemistry, marine biology and ecology, marine sediment, suspended matter, marine geophysics and 
Ocean Topography Basis, and each kind of database contains different categories of data. The design 
of each database is different, the data categories are various, and the amount of data is large, for these 
features, relative information of visualization is stored in visual information database, in order to 
provide a uniform interface for data visualization display and to improve system reusability. 
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Fig.1 Architecture of Data Visualization 

    The business logic layer achieves all the business logic through the access to the data layer, 
including data processing module, data format conversion module, data query module and data 
visualization components. 
     The presentation layer display the results by using visual components according to the data 
obtained from logic layer in the way of curve graph. 
 
Function Structure. Visualization system is composed by 3 function modules, and the concrete 
explanation is shown in figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2 Diagram of System Functions 
     Visualization query and display system is divided into data format conversion, data query and data 
visualization. 
(1) Data Format Conversion 
The diversity of marine data should be displayed with different data form because of the varied 
storage format. Data conversion function converts database to the common storage format used for 
marine data, such as NetCDF, HDF, ASCII and commonly used XML standard format, in order to 
meet the diverse needs of users. 
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(2) Data Query 
Data query module includes meta-data based and directory based ways. Meta-data query refers to 
query meta-data meeting the conditions first, and the query data of database. The directory inquiry 
mode refers to classifying the data in database and to retrieve data according to discipline 
catalogue[1-2]. 
 
(3) Data Visualization 
Data visualization refers to the users query data by map interactive mode, and display the data with 
curve view. Data visualization is a way of data query. Curve types include time sequence chart, 
section plan and collation map. Time curve displays the changes  in the dimension of time of selected 
elements. Section plan is a data curves of a fixed point in time depth datum. Collation map denotes the 
comparison of the same element in multiple sites. 
Data visualization is used to map information data to target view, and the mapping relation includes 
property definition and regulation, such as logic relation of information data, definition data value 
and knowledge layer mapping. Data expression of visual data is described as follows [3-4]:  

Data set { }minN i ≤≤= 1
，m is denoted as the number of mapping data 

View set 
{ }mjvV j ≤≤= 1

，m is the number of displayed views. 

Set of data group { }tkdgDG k ≤≤= 1
，data group is the set of data items of a view, and t is the 

number of data group. 

Data group { }ε≤≤= hddg khk 1
，ε is the number of data items of current data group. 

Design of Information Database 
     Basic database of marine data includes marine hydrological and marine meteorological database. 
However, there are lots of differences among these data in terms of properties and structures. If we 
carry out visualization towards data of each class, large energy and time will be spent, as well as much 
unnecessary duplication of work will be produced. Moreover, and the system developed on this basis 
cannot be used in other databases due to poor expansibility and portability. Therefore, the design of 
database must consider universal and characteristics of marine data, to realize the unified access to 
the data source[5-6]. 
     Through the comparison and analysis of the data in various databases, we found that although data 
structure of each database is different, each database contains spatio-temporal information, attribute 
information and the characteristic elements required by visualization. Such information will be 
individually extracted and rebuild a new database, that is, visual information database, to record data 
categories, visual elements, set time range, latitude and longitude range, source of data and curve type 
information, through which to retrieve the data of basic database. 

Conclusion 
     This paper designed visual information database, shielded the underlying heterogeneous database 
and standardized the data of data layer. In addition, business logic layer can access the data of each 
database only through an interface, which laid the foundation for the unified data processing. 
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